AFFIRM YOUR EXPERTISE, ADVANCE YOUR CAREER.

SEE WHAT’S NEXT AS A CISA
Take your credibility in information systems audit, assurance, control, security, cybersecurity and governance to the next level with a CISA from ISACA.
CERTIFY FOR THE REAL-WORLD JOB OF AN EXPERT IN AUDIT, RISK, SECURITY AND MORE.

Since its inception in 1978, more than 140,000 people have obtained ISACA®’s Certified Information Systems Auditor® (CISA®) certification to validate their expertise in understanding and performing vital roles within their job practice.

The first step to becoming CISA certified is to take and pass the CISA certification exam. The exam consists of 150 questions covering 5 job practice domains and tests your understanding of the knowledge and practical abilities an expert professional brings to the real-life job practice as it relates to information systems. Your ability to pass the exam will amount to substantial proof of your own expertise in these practical work-related domains:

1. **AUDITING INFORMATION SYSTEMS**—providing audit services in accordance with standards to assist organizations in protecting and controlling information systems.

   Domain 1 affirms your credibility to offer conclusions on the state of an organization’s IS/IT security, risk and control solutions.

2. **GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT OF IT**—delivering assurance that the necessary leadership, structures and processes are in place to achieve organizational objectives and support strategy.

   Domain 2 confirms to stakeholders your abilities to identify critical issues and recommend enterprise-specific practices to support and safeguard the governance of information and related technologies.

3. **INFORMATION SYSTEMS ACQUISITION, DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION**—providing assurance that the practices in these areas will meet strategies and objectives.

4. **INFORMATION SYSTEMS OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE MANAGEMENT**—providing assurance that processes also meet strategies and objectives.

   Domains 3 and 4 offer proof not only of your competency in IT controls, but also your understanding of how IT relates to business.

5. **PROTECTION OF INFORMATION ASSETS**—providing assurance that policies, standards, procedures and controls ensure the confidentiality, integrity and availability of information assets.

   Cybersecurity now touches virtually every information systems role, and understanding its principles, best practices and pitfalls is a major focus within Domain 5.
SEE WHY CISA IS A LIFELONG SYMBOL OF KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE.

In today's complex, fast-paced business environment, information has become the most valuable currency for enterprises around the globe. Information systems professionals play vital roles in leveraging the value and assuring the security and integrity of data that drives business. CISA is recognized the world over as proof of competency and experience in providing assurance that critical business assets are secured and available.

Hiring managers look for it. Some business and governmental agency roles require it. Organizations and professionals worldwide consider CISA “the gold standard” for IS/IT certifications.

- The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has accredited the CISA certification program under ISO/IEC 17024:2012.
- The quarterly IT Skills and Certifications Pay Index (ITSCPI) from Foote Partners consistently ranks CISA among the most sought-after IT certifications and confirms that CISA holders are among the most highly rewarded by employers.
- CISA is a finalist year after year for the SC Magazine Award Winner for Best Professional Certification Program.
- The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) 8570.01-M “Information Assurance Workforce Improvement Program” named ISACA’s CISA certification among those approved for US DoD information assurance (IA) professionals.

Learn more at
WWW.ISACA.ORG/CISA
BUILD YOUR CONFIDENCE ON EXAM DAY—
WITH TEST PREP SOLUTIONS FROM ISACA.
Gear up for your CISA certification exam with the most comprehensive, up-to-date study materials and training designed to fit your study needs and schedule.

CREATE YOUR OWN COMBINATION, CHOOSE FROM:
- Virtual Instructor-Led Training Courses
- Online, On-Demand Review Courses
- Print or Downloadable Review Manuals (available in English and other languages)
- Review Questions, Answers & Explanations Database (12-Month Subscription)

Learn more at:
WWW.ISACA.ORG/CISA

TAKE YOUR CISA EXAM ON
YOUR SCHEDULE...ALMOST ANY
DAY OF THE YEAR.
Enjoy the convenience of choosing a morning or afternoon exam time at testing facilities around the globe on 300+ test dates throughout the year.

Register for and schedule your exam now:
WWW.ISACA.ORG/CISA

ISACA CONNECTS YOU TO WHAT’S NEXT
Connecting more than 165,000 professionals in over 180 countries, ISACA® is a global leader in certification, training and education. We provide knowledge, standards, networking, and career development for information systems audit, control, security, cybersecurity, risk, privacy and governance professionals. We advance and validate business-critical skills and knowledge through our globally respected CISA and other certifications.